“I strive to bring the sellside mentality to the buyside,” Chal- group gradually took over trading of all fixed income products,
lenger told Traders Magazine. “The way technology has moved, consolidating it in San Francisco.
it’s really empowering the buyside to make their own trading
Meanwhile, four separate asset management entities have
decisions and choices and manage their own risk. They’re not been rolled up into MCM during Challenger’s tenure, with their
just order processors that rely on sales traders to manage their trading also centralized in San Francisco.
orders. What we’ve been building
On the equity side, after the Bank
on for the last six years is a true
of New York and Mellon Financial
trading desk.”
merged in 2007, Mellon Capital ManMellon Capital Management is one
agement took over the quant units
of 16 subsidiaries of $1.4 trillion asset
of each bank.
Mellon set up its first overseas trading desk this
manager BNY Mellon that includes
In January 2008, Pittsburgh’s Melyear. Based in Hong Kong, the desk trades Asiasuch well-regarded money managers
lon Equity Associates was merged
Pacific stocks for U.S. portfolio managers. In
as Boston Company, Standish Melinto MCM, adding $21.3 billion in
looking for a site in Asia, the choice came down
lon and Dreyfus Corp. It manages
equity index and active quantitative
to Hong Kong or Singapore. Hong Kong won out
$327 billion of its own, mostly in
assets, according to P&I in 2006.
because it sits “in the middle of everything” and
indexed equity funds. In that game,
In February 2008, the Quantitais a gateway into China, according to Lynn ChalMellon is ranked among the Top 5
tive Equity Management Group unit
lenger, Mellon Capital Management’s managing
passive U.S. index managers, a list
of the Bank of New York was merged
director of global trading. The firm chose Asia
instead of Europe because Asia is a key area
that includes BlackRock, State Street,
into MCM.
for asset growth and investment opportunity,
Northern Trust, and Vanguard Group,
A year later, Boston’s Franklin
Challenger said.
according to Pensions & Investments
Portfolio Associates was merged
Still, the firm does plan to expand into
newspaper.
into MCM, adding $32.4 billion in
Europe in the future. For now, the Hong Kong
The firm was co-founded in 1983
indexed equity assets, according to
trader puts all the European trades in motion.
by now-chairman emeritus Bill Fouse,
P&I in 2006.
Then an early bird trader in San Francisco takes
over. “Hong Kong’s really at the start of the
widely recognized as the “Father of
While portfolio management is
day, San Francisco is the end of the day, and by
Indexing” and the creator of the first
still done in Pittsburgh and Boston,
running an early to late shift I can actually cover
index fund. That was in 1971, for Samequity trading was consolidated
Europe well,” Challenger said.
sonite Corp.’s pension fund. With that
in San Francisco in the years that
—M. S.
move, Fouse introduced quantitative
followed. In a major reorganization
investing to the pension fund world,
of the equity trading team late last
although it would be many more
year, Challenger shuttered MCM’s
years before passive indexing became accepted. The practice three-person Pittsburgh trading desk. John Keller, originally
has since exploded, with assets in U.S. index mutual funds and with Mellon Equity Associates, ran that desk for a number of
exchange-traded funds accounting for 34 percent of equity and years. He is no longer with the firm.
18 percent of fixed income funds as of year end 2012, according
MCM chose San Francisco over Pittsburgh because that’s
to Morningstar. At $252 billion, more than three quarters of where the firm’s decision makers are based.
MCM’s assets under management are in indexed equities. The
“Given the global multi-asset nature of our firm, I believe it’s
investment category became enormously popular in the years very important that the traders that are dealing with real-time
immediately following the financial crisis of 2008 as investors issues are talking in real time and sharing in real time,” Chalshunned individual stocks.
lenger said. “Getting them or communicate, work as a team and
The flight to index funds has propelled much of MCM’s growth. share information is very difficult when people are in different
Since Challenger joined the firm in 2006, MCM’s assets have physical locations.”
grown from $175 billion to $327 billion. At the same time, the
Before last year’s merger, there were three traders in Pittsnumber of MCM’s investment strategies has also grown, rising burgh and seven in San Francisco. There are now nine in San
from 105 at the end of 2010 to 145 at the end of June.
Francisco. On the equities side, three traders handle a mix of
programs and single stock trades. Given its index bias, MCM
Sprawling OperatiOn
uses portfolio trading system FlexTrade to manage its equity
Challenger has spent most of his time grappling with the expan- orders. The firm also uses FlexTrade for FX and futures and is
sion of the firm and reining in its sprawling trading operation.
working with the vendor to add fixed income as well.
He has overseen the consolidation of the equity trading desks
In dollar notional terms, the firm trades about $1.2 trillion
of three former Mellon and BNY units into MCM, and took over in securities a year. Of that, $100 billion is equities, $450 billion
fixed income trading as well.
is futures, $400 billion is foreign exchange and $150 billion is
When he arrived at MCM, the fixed income portfolio man- fixed income.
agers did their own trading, while the trading desk handled
MCM rotates its junior traders through every asset class. As
equities, futures, FX and some swaps. Over time, Challenger’s the markets have become interconnected, it’s important for, for
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